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A CONTRIBUTION TO SEGAL ALGEBRAS
Michael Leinert
Let A and B be Banach algebras. If B is an abstract Segal algebra in 
A, we have a bijective correspondence between the strictly irreducible 
representations of A and those of B. This gives a bijective 
correspondence for maximal modular left ideals. If A and B have 
approximate right units, we obtain a bijective correspondence for 
right resp. two-sided ideals. For two-sided ideals this correspondence 
preserves the property of an ideal having approximate right units. 
This generalizes a Theorem by H. Reiter.
Notation. For a subset I of a topological space X we denote by I 
the closure of I in X. If B is a Banach algebra, Rad B is its radical 
and B' is the space of all continuous linear functionals on B. 
Two subsets D CB and E c. B' are called orthogona I (D .jL E), if 
d(e) = 0 for al I d e D, e e E. Throughout this note A and B wi I I 
denote Banach algebras. I should like to thank H. Behncke for 
drawing my attention to the paper Qi J by B. A. Barnes.
1. Pre Iimi nar i es
Def i n i t i on. Let A be a Banach algebra with norm I 1^ and let B be 
a dense left ideal in A such that
(1.1) B is a Banach algebra with respect to some norm I I )*
*) It would be sufficient to require B to be a Banach space.
D
(1.2) There is a constant K > 0 such that
lblA < K IbIB
for all b c B.
Then B is cal led an abstract Segal algebra in A.
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using the following modification of ,
In case that A is semi-simple, condition (1.2) in the above definition 
may be omitted since it is fulfilled automatically. This is proved 
as in jj | , Proposition 2.2, 
Propos i t i on 1.1:
Lemma (1.3). Let B be a dense left ideal in A and let M be a maximal
in particular
there is a number C > 0 such
(1.4)
for a I I 
if B is
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modular left ideal in A. Then
(i) B acts strictly irreducibly on A/M
(ii) Br\ M is a maximal modular left ideal in B.
Proof: (i) Since the left regular representation i of A on the 
space A/M is continuous and B is dense in A, we have 
for £ e A/M, 5 4 0
ir(B)£ A/M = n(A)5 = A/M
This implies k(B)5 t 0. Since ti(B)5 is it(A) - invariant, 
we have u(B)£ = A/M.
(ii) Let 5 = u + M, where u is a right identity for A 
modulo M. Then M is the annihilator of E, in A, and 
BoM is the annihilator of E, in B, which is a maximal 
modular left ideal of B by (i).
The proof given by B. A. Barnes ( [ 1 j , Proposition 1.1) for a two- 
sided ideal B is a purely algebraic one, however it seems that in 
the case of a left ideal one has to use topology for (i).
If B is a left ideal in A and condition (1.2) holds, 
if B is an abstract Segal algebra in A, 
that
I abIo < C lai IbID 
D — n D
a e A, b e B (see 11 I , proof of Theorem 2.3). Analogously,
a right ideal in A and condition (1.2) holds, there is 
some C > 0 such that 
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(1.5) I ba I < C I b I I a I,
D — bn
for all a £ A, b e B (see QlJ , proof of Theorem 2.3). This and The
proof of [j J , Proposition 2.1 give
Proposition (1.6) . Let A be semi-simple and B be a dense subalgebra 
which is a Banach algebra under its own norm. Then B is a left 
fright] ideal in A if and only if (1.2) and (1.4) £(1.2) and (1.5)J 
hold.(.For correctness suppose a e B in (1.4) and (1.5)).
2. Ideals, Approximate units in ideals
Def i n i t i on. A Banach algebra A has approximate left (right) units, 
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if a e Aa^ (a g aA^) for every a e A.
Let B be an abstract Segal algebra in A.
(2.1) If I is a closed left (right) ideal of A, then I O B is a 
closed left (right) ideal of B.
(2.2) If J is a closed left (right) ideal of B, then Jis a 
closed left (right) ideal of A.
This is straightforward (for one part use (1.2), for the 
other use density of B in A).
Theorem (2.3). Let B be an abstract Segal algebra in A and let A and 
B have.approximate right units. Then the mapping Jt4J is bijective 
from the set of all closed right (two-sided) ideals in B onto the 
set of al I closed right (two-sided ideals in A. The inverse mapping 
i s I I B .
Part of this Theorem was proved by J . T. Burnham in , Theorem 1.1. 
Using this result, H. Reiter established the Theorem for pseudo- 
symmetric Segal algebras over a locally compact group in £4J ,
§ 9, Theorem 1. His proof applies in fact to the general case.
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The statement for two-sided ideals follows from that for right ideals, 
since the mappings J and I I Pi B carry closed two-s i ded ideals 
into closed two-sided ideals.
J. T. Burnham has given an example which shows that Theorem (2.3) 
may fail in the absence of approximate units. A sufficient condition 
for A and B to have approximate right units is for instance that 
A has a bounded right approximate identity and B is a two-sided ideal 
in A such that B-A is dense in B. Another sufficient condition ob­
viously is that B has I I.-bounded aoproximate right units. Approxim- 
ate units are not needed, if we consider maximal modular left ideals 
(see Theorem (3.7)).
Theorem (2.4)■ Let B be an abstract Segal algebra in A and let A 
and B have approximate right units. Let I be a two-sided closed ideal 
in A and J = I 4T B be the corresponding two-sided closed ideal in B. 
Then I has approximate right units if and only if J has approximate 
right units.
This Theorem has been proved by H. Reiter in the case of a Segal 
algebra over a locally compact abelian group. We essentially follow 
Reiter using a different condition to characterize the existence 
of approximate units and avoiding the assumption of commutativity by 
a small change in the proof+\ The Theorem settles the question raised 
by Reiter in £4 J : Theorem 1 in ^4 J , § 16 holds for general locally 
compact groups if we suppose the Segal algebra to be pseudosymmetric.
The proof of the Theorem is done in several steps.
If D is a Banach algebra and D' is the space of a I I continuous linear 
functionals on D, we define for e c D and <p € O' linear functionals 
eq> and cpe e O' by
ecp(g) = <p(eg; 
cpe(g) = q> (ge),
g e 0. It is immediately checked that (ed)<p = d(ecp) and (ecp)d = e(<pd) 
for e, d c D and <p e D’ .
JOO
Meanwhile there is a short proof of this Theorem by Feichtinger. 
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Lemma (2.5). If B is an abstract Segal algebra in A and if b € B and 
cp e B' , we have cpb g A', by which we mean that cpb is continuous with 
respect to the norm I 1^ and so can be extended to a continuous 
linear functional on A.
Proof: For <p e B’ and b,c g B we have
Itpb(c) I = Icp(cb) I < I cp I I cb I „ < C I cp I I c I . I b I D 
— d — Ad
by (1.4).
Def i n i t i on.
A subset M of a Banach algebra D satisfies condition (r^ 
if for m e M and tp g D' with mcpj. M cpm J- M we have <p(m)
Propos i ti on (2.6). Let M be a subalgebra of a Banach algebra D.
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Then M satisfies (r^) P'p)} i f and only if M has approximate right 
units ^approximate left unitsj .
This is proved easily by means of the Hahn-Banach-Theorem.
Proposition (2.7). Let B be an abstract Segal algebra in A and let
A have approximate right units. Let I be a closed two-sided ideal in
A and let J = I A B . Then, if J satisfies condition (rD), I satisfies 
D
<rA).
Proof: Let J satisfy (r^). Let i e I and cp g A' be such that i cp _L I. 
Since A has approximate right units and B is dense in A, we can 
find a sequence {u } in B such that Ii u - i I. -> 0. We have 
n nA
iu e Bo I = J, since B is a left ideal and I is a right 
n
i deaI i n A, and
(iu ) cp = u ( i cp) J_ I, 
nY n ’
s i nee I is also a left ideal. So (iu )cp -L J since J G I. 
n Y
Condition (rg) for J implies cp ( i u n) = 0, hence cp ( i ) = 0. So 
I satisfies condition (rfl). 
A
Propos i t i on (2.8). Let B be an abstract Segal algebra in A and let
B have approximate right units. Let J be a closed right ideal in B
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and let I = J . Then, if I satisfies ( r. ), J satisfies (rD). 
A D
Proof: Let I satisfy (r^). Let jgJ and cp e B' be such that J cp _L J .
Since B has approximate right units, there is a sequence {u }
in B such that I iu - iIn —> 0: then 
j n J B ’
J(<pun) = (j<p)unJ_J,
since J is a right ideal in B. According to Lemma (2.5) we 
have <puneA'. So, by continuity we get J(cpun) I tA = I . 
Because of j e J C I and condition (r.) for I we obtain
cp (j u n) = cpu (j) = 0, hence cp(j) =0. So J satisfies condition
The proof of Theorem (2.4) follows from Proposition (2.6), Proposit­
ion (2.7) and Proposition (2.8). The reader will have noticed that 
this proof does not work for right ideals since we used two-sidedness 
in the proof of Proposition (2.7).
3. Strictly irreducible representations, Maximal modular left ideals
B. A. Barnes has shown in fl J that two Banach --algebras A and B have 
identical Hilbert space representation theory, if B is an abstract 
Segal algebra in A. The corresponding statement holds for strictly 
irreducible representations on linear vector spaces:
Propos i t i on (3.1). Let B be an abstract Segal algebra in A. The 
restriction map k it I g establishes a bijective correspondence 
between the strictly irreducible representations of A and those of B.
Proof: If it is a strictly irreducible representation 4 0 of A, 
then it ID is a strictly irreducible representation 4 0 of B 
B
by Lemma (1.3). If itQ is a strictly irreducible representation 
4 0 of B on a linear space E and if £ e E, £ 4 0, we 
define it by
302
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(3.2) u(a) it (b)g = it (ab)5
o o
for a e A, b e B. Then it is we I I defined: the annihi lator N of 5 
in B is a maximal modular left ideal in B, in particular it is 
closed in B. By (1.4) and density of B in A, N is a left ideal 
in A which means that it (b)£ = 0 implies itQ(ab)^ = 0. So it is 
well defined. By the way one easily checks that it does not 
depend on the choice of 5 . It is immediate that the mappings
n it
and
it it I
are inverse to each other.
Corollary. Rad B = (Rad A)o B .
Theorem (3.3). Let B be an abstract Segal algebra in A.
(i) If A is semi-simple , so is B.
(ii) If B is semi-simple, then A is semi-simple if and only if A 
satisfies the condition
(N) {a e A I aA = {0}} = {0} .
Proof:
(i) follows from the Corollary above.
(ii) Suppose that B is semi-simple and A satisfies (N). Let a e Rad A. 
Then aB B Rad A = Rad B = {0} . By density aA = {0} . So
a = 0, which means that A is semi-simple. Conversely, if A 
is semi-simple, then clearly condition (N) holds since we 
always have
{a e A I aA = {0}} CL Rad A .
By means of Proposition (3.1) we can establish a bijective correspond­
ence for maximal modular left ideals. To each maximal modular left 
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ideal J of B we assign a maximal modular left ideal J of A by the 
following method: Let it be a strictly irreducible representation 4 0 
of B on some linear space E and Iet 5 e E, 5 4 0, be a vector whose 
ann i h i Iator
{b e B I 7io(b)C = 0}
is equal to J (for instance take hq to be the left regular represent­
ation of B on B/J and take £ = u + J where u is a right identity for 
B modulo J). Consider the unique extension k of k to A according to 
Proposition (3.1) and denote by J the annihilator of 5 in A. Clearly 
J is a maximal modular left ideal in A.
Propos i ti on (3.4). Let B be an abstract Segal algebra in A. The map 
J R- J just defined is bi ject i ve from the set of all max i ma I moduI ar 
left ideals of B onto the set of all maximal modular left ideals 
of A.
Proof: Let J be a maximal modular left ideal in B. We first show 
that J does not depend on the choice of uo and 5 in the above 
construction. Let u0 and be strictly irreducible 
representations 4 0 of B and let £ and E,' be vectors 4 0 of 
the corresponding representation spaces E and E', such that
J = {b e B 1 ito(b)5 = 0} = {b e B I iU(b)£' = 0}
Then the map 
cp : E - - - > E'
(b) 5 f-> (b) 5 '
is a well defined linear isomorphism by which kq and are 
equivalent , as is easily checked. If it and it' are the 
extensions of itQ and it^ to A, these representations are also 
equivalent by cp because of (3.2). So we have
(3.5) {a e A I it(a)5 = 0} = {a e A I it'(a)cp5 = 0}
However <p5 = ?': let e e B be such’ that it (e)£ = E> . 
Then we have for all b e B:
J04
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k’ (b) (it' (e) C ’ - )= it' (be-b)C
0 0 0
= (pit (be~b)£ 
o
= 0
So it'(e)5' - £' = 0 since is strictly irreducible 4 0. Hence
tp£ = tpit (e)£ = itUe)?' = 5' .
This and (3.5) show that J does not depend on the choice of it and E, • 
From Proposition (3.1) it is clear that J/"\ B = J. Now let I be a 
maximal modular left ideal of A. Applying Proposition (3.1) to the 
left regular representat i on- of A on A/1 , we see that in B is a 
maximal modular left ideal of B and that In B = I.
Proposition (3.6). We always have J = J
Proof: If J is a maximal modular left ideal in B, then clearly
J .To prove the converse inclusion we consider it to be 
the left regular representation of B on B/J and £ +o be the 
class u + J where u is a right identity for B modulo J. 
Since it (b)£ = b + J for b e B, the extended representation 
i of A on B/J is given according to (3.2) by
u(a) (b + J) = ab + J,
a e A, b e B. Now let a e J = {c e A I cue J} . 
Let { b } be a sequence in B such that
lb - a I . 0 .
n A
We have b u - b e J which implies au - a e Since by 
n n r —A z
assumption au e J, we have a e j .
Proposition (3.4) and Proposition (3.6) give
Theorem (3.7). Let B be an abstract Segal algebra in A. Then the 
map J h?- J is bijective from the set of all maximal modular left 
ideals in B onto the set of all maximal modular left ideals in A.
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For A commutative this was proved in ^2j by J. T. Burnham. In thf
genera I case 
moduI ar I eft 
Theorem 3.1
a partial result but which applies to all closed 
ideals was obtained by B. A. Barnes in 1
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